Harris 98-6F machine cutting torch
Alternate fuel

DESCRIPTION:
The Model 98-6F alternate fuel machine cutting torch features a “F” or low pressure type injector mixer for maximum performance using alternate fuels. 98-6 torches have a barrel diameter of 1-3/8" with a 32 pitch TPI rack that will fit any industry standard torch holder. Torches are supplied with check valves on preheat oxygen and preheat fuel.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS:
- Fuels: Propylene or propane-based fuels and natural gas.
- Tip Style: Use with 6290 high speed machine cutting tips
- Capacity: 3 hose - 15"
- Mixer Type: “F” or low pressure injector
- Duty: Heavy
- Length: 10" or 18"
- Certifications: UL® listed

APPLICATIONS:
- Cutting to 4" on a KANO HD